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ABSTRACT: Phytoplankton biomass in high-nitrate, low-chlorophyll (HNLC) ocean regons exhibits a
pronounced stability: variation occurs only within a narrow range of values. The magnitude of this variation has profound ecological and geochernical consequences. While mechan~smsbelieved to set the
upper limits to HNLC phytoplankton biomass (iron limitation, microherbivore grazing) have received
much recent attention, mechanisms setting the lower limits are largely unknown. The demonstrated
importance of planktonic micrograzers, largely protists, in removing phytoplankton biomass in HNLC
regions suggests that micrograzer behavioral and physiological capabilities may hold the key. Thls will
be the case at any level of phytoplankton cell division greater than zero, regardless of the extent of
growth rate Limitation by resource (e.g. iron, light) availability. Indeed, HNLC plankton dynamics
models almost universally include several biologcal responses that set lower phytoplankton biomass
limits and confer temporal stability, including substant~alfeeding thresholds, zero micrograzer metabolic costs, and no micrograzer mortality at low food levels. Laboratory observations of these same biological responses in protist grazers are equivocal. There are no direct observations of substantive
feeding thresholds, and many heterotrophic protists exhibit significant rates of respiration and mortality (cell lysis) at very low food levels. We present several candidate explanations for the hscrepancy
between laboratory observations and model biological 'requirements'. Firstly, laboratory-derived rate
measurements may be biased by use of species and prey concentrations that are not representative of
HNLC communities. Secondly, model micrograzer features may be a proxy for other stabilizing phenomena such as spatial heterogeneity ('patchiness') or carnivory (top-down control of rnicroherbivores), though a logical analysis indicates that neither is likely to provide robust stabhzation of lower
phytoplankton biomass limits. Lastly, the highly plastic feedmg capabilities of protist grazers, which
include switching between phytoplankton and alternative prey such as bacteria, detritus, and other
microherbivores, are a probable locus for stabilization of biomass limits. The extent to which such
behavioral plasticity functions on the level of individuals or of species assemblages is unknown. We
advocate a coupled modeling and experimental approach to further progress in understanding this key
feature of HNLC ecosystems.
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CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW

High-nitrate, low-chlorophyll (HNLC) ocean regions
(Chisholm & More1 1991) are characterized by low,
stable phytoplankton stanhng stocks which rarely
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deplete nitrate, phosphate or silicate in the upper water
column to growth-limiting levels. Oceanographers
have sought in recent decades to understand these
'balanced' pelagic ecosystems, particularly the phenomena that prevent blooms (e.g. Martin et al. 1989,
Miller et al. 1991, Price et al. 1994). Current understanding includes both resource and grazer limitation.
Phytoplankton cell size is restricted by iron limitation,
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the small cells are accessible to grazing by protists, and
the high growth potential of these consumers ensures
they will always overtake and suppress increases in
phytoplankton stock. This was termed the 'SUPER synthesis' by workers who studied the subarctic Pacific
(Frost 1993, Miller 1993) and the 'ecumenical iron hypothesis' in respect to HNLC regions generally (More1
et al. 1991). The iron-limitation aspects of this explanation seem well supported by the first and second
IRONEX studies in the eastern equatorial Pacific
(Martin et al. 1994, Coale et al. 1996), where iron injections large enough to remain coherent for several days
produced increases of chlorophyll well above the regional norm and phytoplankton communities dorninated by large diatoms. Balance of phytoplankton
growth by protist grazing continues to be well supported by HNLC field comparisons (Landry et al.
1997).

The recent focus on blooms and their prevention is
but one side of the issue of phytoplankton biomass
regulation. Equally important as the question 'Why is
there no more phytoplankton in these regions replete
with macronutrients?' is the question 'Why is there no
less?' In the subarctic Pacific, for example, mixed layer
chlorophyll a levels rarely drop below 0.15 pg 1-'
(Fig. 1A). For the equatorial Pacific, long observational
time-series do not exist, but euphotic zone chlorophyll a data from JGOFS EqPac cruises (Fig. 2) show a
similarly firm lower boundary at about 0.1 pg I-'. This
is important in part because the minimum phytoplankton biomass, in conjunction with turnover rate, sets
minimum levels of primary production, CO2utilization,
and upper trophic level biomass. It is also important to
our understanding of HNLC systems, since gross
depletion of phytoplankton in pelagic trophodynamic
models (Steele 1974, Steele & Henderson 1992) leads
to large oscillations in standing stocks (limit cycles)
and eventually to nutrient depletion, neither of which
is observed in these systems. Without an understanding of the mechanisms setting the lower limits to
phytoplankton stock on both seasonal and short-term
time scales, our understanding of HNLC systems is
incomplete.
In synthesizing data from earlier work in the subarctic Pacific, we felt we understood the primary controls
on phytoplankton biomass, as described above. Both
correct minima and correct short-term periodicity of
subarctic Pacific chlorophyll have been reproduced
in a model of phytoplankton-micrograzer interaction
(Frost 1993). Since then, the accumulation of data on
protist grazing behavior and physiology, in comparison
with model forlnulations, has raised doubt about how
phytoplankton biomass minima are sustained. In this
paper, we demonstrate that there is a serious mismatch
between the capabilities of protist grazers as de-

manded by HNLC plankton dynamics models and as
demonstrated in laboratory investigations. Our goal is
to use this mismatch to explore candidate explanations
for the maintenance of lower biomass limits, and to
suggest a way forward for both observationalists and
theoreticians.

MICROGRAZERS: MODEL THEORY
VERSUS OBSERVATION

Both theoretical arguments (Cullen 1991, Banse 1992,
Frost 1993, Sherr & Sherr 1994, Fasham 1995) and
observations (Strom & Welschmeyer 1991, Landry et
al. 1993, 1995, Verity et al. 1993, Froneman & Perissinotto 1996) suggest that grazing is the primary loss to
the phytoplankton crop in the open ocean. Recent
research shows that, even during the diatom-dominated portion of the North Atlantic spring bloom, substantially more of the primary production is lost to
grazing than to sinking (summarized by Lochte et al.
1993). A picture is emerging in which, for a range of
oceanic systems, losses other than grazing (advection,
diffusion, sinking, viral lysis) are simply too low or episodic to balance even modest phytoplankton growth.
Thus, since grazers are the principal removers of phytoplankton, grazer feeding rates and standing stocks
must be the primary determinants of phytoplankton
biomass minima in oceanic systems.
It is important to realize that removal processes (e.g.
grazer biology) hold the key to phytoplankton biomass
minima as long as phytoplankton cell division is occurring. This is true regardless of the degree to which
phytoplankton growth rates are limited by resource
availability. For example, in the eastern equatorial
Pacific, variations in upwelling rate control delivery of
iron to the upper water column, leading to variations in
community structure and cell division rates of phytoplankton (Murray et al. 1994, Landry et al. 1997). This
influences (though it does not solely dictate) the upper
limit of phytoplankton chlorophyll concentrations that
can be reached (contrast Fig. 2 lower panels). However, as illustrated by Figs. 1B & 2, over time scales of
hours to days phytoplankton occupy a 'biomass space'
that has a variable, non-zero lower boundary. As
shown in the equatorial Pacific 'chemostat model' of
Frost & Franzen (1992), this lower boundary is determined by the degree to which cells are removed,
regardless of the rates of resource supply and phytoplankton cell division.
In that they assign this key removal role to grazers,
most current pelagic trophodynamic models correctly
reflect observation. Sensitivity analyses of many such
models (Steele 1974, Frost 1991, 1993, Moloney &Field
1991) indicate that parameters describing the phyto-
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Fig. 1. Water column chlorophyll a
concentrations from subarctic Padfic
(Stn PAPA: 50" N, 145" W) during
(A) 1959 to 1988 (surface values) and
(B) May 1988. Surface chlorophyll a
data from 1959 to 1976 based on
data in McAUister et al. (1959),McAUister (1962),and Stephens (1964,
1966, 1968, 1977);2 very high values
in 1975 (21 June, 26 October) excluded from analysis because of lack
of supporting evidence from either
subsurface depths or preceding
and subsequent dates. Source of
other surface data: 1980 (C.
B. Miller
unpubl.); 1984 (C. J . Lorenzen unpubl. data report); 1987 and 1988
(N. A. Welschrneyer pers. cornm.)

plankton-herbivore relation determine both the maximal and minimal phytoplankton stock levels. Based on
experimental data, most of it from studies of copepods,
the relationship (often termed a 'functional response')
between herbivore grazing and phytoplankton concentration is most commonly modeled with a hyperbolic
function such as a Michaelis-Menton or Ivlev curve:
grazing increases with prey concentration to a maximum, above which prey concentration grazing is saturated (Fig. 3A,B, solid lines). However, models with

such simple functional response curves typically
undergo large fluctuations, phytoplankton are grazed
to unnaturally low levels, and dramatic, unrealistic
limit cycles in all variables ensue (e.g. Franks et al.
1986).
In nature, some aspect of HNLC ecosystems provides
a refuge for phytoplankton, preventing reduction to
levels low enough to set off expanding Limit cycles. In
Frost's (1993) subarctic Pacific model this was represented by a grazing threshold, PO (Fig. 3A,B, short-
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low). Thus, when threshold phytoplankton concentrations are reached, model
- J
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microherbivores enter a state of susO
1
-*
pended animation with no metabolism
and no death from starvation. All of
.m
these features parameterizing protist
grazers will be shown to be problemN....
atic, and changing any of them pro.m
E
duces expanding limit cycles or enr
hanced spring blooms in the model eco..I.
6 eo
systems in which they are embedded.
Grazing thresholds have been rationalized as energy-saving behavior,
since there is no pay-off in searching
m m . .
for
food when the energy expended
ZONto 8"s
2"N to 8%
-.m
17 Febto6Mar
in searching exceeds that gained by
24 Aug to 4 Sep
ingesting encountered prey. Studies
160
with copepods do offer support for the
existence of a feeding threshold (Parsons et al. 1967, 1969, Frost 1975, Frost
et al. 1983, Price & Paffenhofer 1986,
Paffenhofer 1988, Wlodarczyk et al.
1992), but there is no convincing evidence for feeding thresholds in studies
of protist functional responses. Though
the database is not large, clearance
rates of protist grazers from a range of
taxa tend to increase continuously with
decreasing food concentrations (Fig. 4 ) .
The few studies that appear to show
pronounced feeding thresholds (Rivier
At equator
At equator
et al. 1985, Eccleston-Parry & Lead2 Oct to 21 Oct
23 Mar to 9 Apr
beater 1994) did not actually mea160
sure feeding at low prey concentration.
Rather, feeding thresholds were inFig.2. Water column chlorophyll a concentrations from equatorial Pacific. February-March and August-September data (both 1992) are from 2" N to 8's on
ferred from growth thresholds. If there
equatorial crossings at 140°W.March-April and October 1992 data are mostly
is any maintenance metabolic cost,
then growth must be zero at some low
from Oo, 14OoW. Nitrate in this zone exceeded 4 PM. Chlorophyll a values
are all, save one estimate of 0.512, less than 0.5 pg 1-l. Data courtesy of
but non-zero food level, whether the
R. R. Bidiaare
grazers are trying to feed or not. A few
studies do show diminution of clearance rates at low food levels, but in no case does
dashed lines); grazing was allowed to occur only at
clearance drop to low, near-zero levels. Such a drop is
chlorophyll a levels exceeding PO = 0.15 pg chl I-'.
required by the models (Fig. 4A) to prevent reduction
Fasham (1995) obtained a similar result using a Holling
of phytoplankton biomass to levels far below observed
Type I11 (sigmoidal) functional response (Fig. 3A,B,
minima.
long-dashed lines). In operation these 2 modes of proBasal metabolic costs cannot be zero in organisms
tecting the phytoplankton stock near its minimum are
that search actively for food when food is hard to
the same. Both model characterizations of microherbifind. Respiration rates measured on starved protists
vores have 2 additional and important characteristics:
range from 6.5 to 1800% of rates for actively grow(1) a basal herbivore nletabolism is not included, such
ing cells, with most values falling in the 10 to 4 0 %
that when grazing stops at phytoplankton concentrarange (summarized by Caron et al. 1990, note that
tions below threshold levels, no metabolic losses are
most rates appear in the older literature). For these
incurred; and (2) microherbivores have no intrinsic
species, which include amoebae, flagellates, and cilimortality, apart from a predation function which serves
ates, population decreases under starvation conditions
as the model closure term (see 'Carnivory' section, beChlorophyll a (pg liter')
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munity in microherbivore-dominated
ecosystems when they approach their
short-term minima in phytoplankton
biomass. Thus a second key stabilizing
feature of model microherbivoreslack of a metabolic response to low
food levels-directly
conflicts with
experimental evidence. Do near-zero
maintenance metabolic costs actually
permit microherbivore survival during
periods of starvation, or are modeled
zero costs a proxy for some other stabilizing mechanism?
As discussed above, there is little evidence that pelagic protistan grazers
have grazing thresholds and lack
significant basal metabolism. Evidence
that they can resist starvation is equivocal. Putting any of these changed characterizations into the pelagic ecosystem
0
50 l00 150 200 250 300 350
0
50 100 150 200 250 300 350
model of Frost (1993) produces either
Prey concentration (pg C Irter')
Prey concentrat~on(pg C I~terl )
an enhanced spring bloom or expanding limit cycles in phytoplankton stocks
Fig. 3. (A,C) Theoretical ingestion and (B,D) clearance curves for planktonic
protists. (A,B)Short-dashed line represents Mchaelis-Menten formulation with
(Fig. 5). Similar results were obtained
grazing threshold: G = H P - Po),(kg+ P - PO),where g = 1.01 d-l, kg = l? pg C 1-l,
in experiments with the Fasham (1995)
and PO= 10 pg C 1-l. after Frost (1993). Solid line represents Michaelis-Menten
model. In particular, without a threshformulation without grazing threshold PO.Long-dashed line represents Holling
old corresponding roughly to actual
type 111 response: G = g ~ P " / ( g +
EP"),where g = 1.0 d-l, E = 4.76 X 10-4 (pg C I-')-'
minimal phytoplankton biomass, phytod-', and n = 2, after Fasham (1995). (CD)Suite of functional response curves for
a single prey type, P,, in the presence of a second prey type, P,, and a grazer
plankton are reduced to very low levels,
exhibiting switching behavior (e.g. Fasham et al. 1990): G(P,) = gjlPI2/
grazers are removed by continuing
[kg(jlPl+ ],P2) + j,P12+ j2P22],where g = 1.01 d-l, kg = 17 pg C 1-', and preference
predation during the prolonged hiatus
values jl and j, sum to 1. To generate the curves, P2 was held constant at 10 pg C
in herbivory, and phytoplankton escape
1-', while PI ranged from 0 to 300 pg C 1-l. Preference value jl was varied in increments of 0.2 from 1.0 (uppermost curves) to 0.2 (lowermost curves). Note the
grazing control when their biomass
appearance of a sigmoidal functional response (i.e.an apparent grazing threshagain begins to rise, with a threshold,
old) in the presence of switching behavior (i.e.values of jl < 1.0)
either basal metabolism or mortality
will reduce the herbivore stock when
would be relatively rapid. Recent studies of represenfood levels are low, resulting in a spring phytoplankton
accumulation and fall nitrate draw-down in excess of
tative pelagic taxa support this conclusion, showing
that actually observed (Fig. 5).
mortality rates of 0.1 to 0.6 d-' for oligotrich ciliates
and heterotrophic dinoflagellates at very low or zero
Apparently we do not yet possess the full explanation of phytoplankton biomass control in HNLC
food levels (Strom & Buskey 1993, Montagnes 1996,
Jakobsen & Hansen 1997). In contrast, some protist
pelagic ecosystems. This general issue-the means by
grazer species employ strategies such as gross rewhich consumers avoid exterminating their prey-is a
duction of respiration rates and/or encystment in
long-standing problem in ecology, and candidate exresponse to starvation (Fenchel 1982, Finlay 1983).
planations must now be sought for HNLC systems in
In these physiological states, protists can survive
particular. In addition to grazing thresholds, possible
months to years without feeding. The extent to which
explanations include spatial and temporal inhomosuch strategies are employed by common oceanic
geneity (patchiness) in the habitat, control of grazers
protist grazers is completely unknown.
by their predators (carnivory), and switching to alterThe absence of both maintenance metabolic costs
native prey. Below we examine these possibilities and
and starvation-induced mortality stabilizes modeled
conclude that, while biomass control on the level of
phytoplankton-micrograzer interactions is the most
phytoplankton biomass by allowing grazer populations
to persist during times of very low food availability.
likely, none can be eliminated either by logic alone or
Based on laboratory data, however, starvation seems
by present information for the case of phytoplankton
likely to affect a significant fraction of the grazer combiomass minima in HNLC ecosystems.
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GRAZING THRESHOLDS
REVISITED

Despite the available experimental
evidence, it remains possible that there
are, in fact, relatively high feeding
thresholds for oceanic microherbivores.
Few truly oceanic protist species have
been isolated and studied in the laboratory. Further, laboratory experiments
often involve prey taxa that are not
representative of oceanic species, and
prey concentrations that do not span
the relevant range. For example,
several of an already limited number
of protist functional response studies
(Jacobson & Anderson 1993, Jeong &
Latz 1994, Kamiyama & Arima 1997)
had to be excluded from the present
analysis (Fig. 4) because nearly all
experimental prey concentrations exceeded 500 pg C 1-'. In contrast,

Prey kg C liter")

Prey (pg C lilei')

Fig. 4. Clearance rates (p1 ind.-' h-') as a
function of algal prey concentration: (A) as
predicted by subarctic plankton dynamics
model formulation (thin line: Frost 1993;
thick Line: Fasham 1995; (B-L) as measured
during laboratory experiments with planktonic protist grazers. Data were obtained
from published graphs using NIH Image
1.44 software. For cases in which prey concentrations were reported as cells ml-' and
prey cell C content was not stated, conversion to C concentration used reported prey
cell dimensions and the 'constrained' factor
of 183 f g C pm-3 (Caron et al. 1995). (B) Favella sp. fed Heterocapsa triquetra (Buskey
& Stoecker 1988); (C) Tintinnopsis acuminata fed Isochrysis galbana; (D) Tintinnopsis
vasculum fed Dicrateria inornata. Both from
Verity (1985); symbols represent different
expenmental temperatures. (E) T. cf. acuminata fed a mixture of I. galbana and Monochrysis lutheri; (F) Helicostomella subulata
fed I. galbana. Both from Heinbokel (1978).
(G) Strobihdium cf. spiralis and (H) Tinhnnopsis dadayi; symbols represent diets of
Mferent plastibc and aplastidic flagellate
species. Both from Verity (1991b). (I) Paraphysornonas vestita spp. vestifa fed Nitzschia palea ( A ) and Nitzschia acicularis (0)
(Grover 1990). (J) Gymnodinium sp. fed I.
galbana (Strom 1991). (K) Oblea rotunda fed
D~tylurnbnghtweLlii (D) and DunaLreUa tertiolecta ( 0 ) (Strom & Buskey 1993). (L) Gyrobniurn dominans fed H. tn-quetra; symbols
represent 2 different G. dominans strains
(Nakamura et al. 1995)
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HNLC plankton dynamics models predict phytoplankton thresholds of ca 10 pg C I-', equivalent to observed
biomass minima. Most laboratory studies have also
used relatively large protist grazer and phytoplankton
prey species, while phytoplankton 1 5 p and correspondingly small (120 pm) protist grazers dominate
HNLC waters (Booth et al. 1993, Vors et al. 1995,
Chavez et al. 1996).
A related issue is the use of isolates that have been in
culture for many (often >loo) generations. Grazing behavior of protists is known to be labile (Choi 1994),and
adaptation to laboratory conditions (maintenance diets
restricted in composition, unrealistically high and fluctuating food levels) over many generations may produce 'unnatural' behavioral responses (Montagnes et
al. 1996). Thus, these organisms may not be representative of naturally occurring, oceanic protists, whlch
could retain grazing thresholds in the field. Lessard &
Murrell (1998) present evidence from field experiments that Sargasso Sea rnicrozooplankton cornrnunities may exhibit grazing thresholds corresponding to
minimal observed phytoplankton concentrations in that
region. Clearly, further work on natural grazer assemblages and representative oceanic protist species is
needed to resolve key behavioral responses to very
low prey abundance.

PATCHINESS

Day of the Year

Fig. 5. Effects of changes to Frost's (1993) model of subarctic
Pacific ecosystem relationships. (A) Standard run. Thln lmes:
chlorophyll a (pg 1-' X 10); thick lines: microherbivores (pg C
I-'); dashed lines: nitrate (pM). (B) Grazing threshold, PO,set

to zero. Peaks in chlorophyll are not beyond limits reached
occasionally (Mffler et al. 1991), but decreases to near-zero
chlorophyll are not observed. (C) Basal metabolism of 10%
d-' added for rnicroheterotrophs. This installs a modest spring
bloom. (D) PO = 0 and 10% d-' microheterotroph respiration.
Model destabilizes with repeated depletion of phytoplankton
and all nitrate consumed by Day 230. Qualitatively identical
results are obtained when modest rates of microherbivore
mortality (at P 2 PO) are incorporated into the standard run

Inclusion of 1 or more spatial dimensions in plankton
dynamics models can generate patchy distributions
which, through diffusional exchange, permit persistence of prey populations that might otherwise b e driven to extinction by their predators (Okubo 1980,
DeAngelis 1992).This effect was claimed for the model
of Wroblewski & O'Brien (1976) and can be inferred for
the models of Steele & Mullin (1977) and Hofmann
(1988). Indeed, Walsh (1975) interpreted the grazer
feeding threshold in plankton models as simply a
parameterization of patchiness and its effects, even in
spatial models. He postulated that the maintenance of
low phytoplankton biomass and high nutrient levels in
oceanic divergences was due to close coupling between phytoplankton production and zooplankton
grazing, promoted by the low short-term physical variance of these systems (Walsh 1976). It is important to
recognize, however, that stabilization of the phytoplankton-grazer system and regulation of absolute
phytoplankton abundance are 2 different things. We
are unaware of examples in which inclusion of spatial
structure in a model obviated the need for a stabilizing
grazer functional response when simulation of observed phytoplankton abundances was sought. For example, Wroblewski & O'Brien (1976) concluded from
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their spatial model that diffusion of phytoplankton
cells from areas of high to low concentration prevented
the local extinction of phytoplankton; both spatial and
non-spatial version of the model were insensitive to
grazer feeding thresholds. However, although the
model used parameter values chosen as relevant to
Ocean Station P in the open subarctic Pacific, it produced a high-chlorophyll low-nitrate steady-state condition, not the observed HNLC condition. With appropriate increase in the grazing parameter (A), it can be
shown that Wroblewski & O'Brien's non-spatial model
will produce an HNLC condition that, in this modified
version, is highly dependent on a positive grazer feeding threshold. It remains to be determined how this
change would affect the sensitivity of the plankton
dynamics in the spatial version of Wroblewski &
O'Brien's model, but we thmk it will have a significant
effect on the predicted phytoplankton concentration:
without some sort of threshold grazing response the
simulated phytoplankton concentration may be very
much lower than observed. We draw this conclusion
from consideration of the biological characteristics of
the major grazers in HNLC regions.
Models of plankton dynamics with spatial structure
have typically parameterized the major grazers as
copepods. Owing to the long generation times of copepods, their population increases are readily uncoupled
from phytoplankton production events by physical disturbance; the results of Hofmann (1988) are relevant.
However, the same is not true for protist grazers,
whose population growth rates may exceed those of
phytoplankton (summarized by Hansen et al. 1997).
Furthermore, protist grazers may be similar in size and
behavior to their phytoplankton prey (e.g. photosynthetic vs heterotrophic dinoflagellates), and in the case
of mixotrophy, now known to be widespread, photosynthetic ability and ingestion of phytoplankton can be
embodied in the same individual. Given this considerable overlap, and the smoothing effect of turbulent
diffusion acting in a similar fashion and rate on both
phytoplankton and their protist grazers, it is difficult to
envision a physical sorting mechanism operable in
either time or space that would allow substantial, persistent uncoupling of phytoplankton and their micrograzers. The observed lower limits of phytoplankton
concentration in HNLC areas are unlikely to be sustained solely by spatial heterogeneity persisting in the
presence of turbulent diffusion.
On sub-Kolmogorov scales, it is possible that spatial
'refuges' might be created by small-scale patchiness
due to gels, transparent exopolyrneric substances
(TEP), and the like (Alldredge et al. 1993, Chin et al.
1998). Either behavioral (chemosensory, motility) responses to such patches or enhanced growth rates in
the patch environment could create a heterogeneous

distribution of microbial organisms. The notion that
small-scale structures profoundly influence interactions
between planktonic microbes has been discussed at
length in the literature (Shanks & Trent 1979, Azam &
Ammerman 1984, Goldman 1988, Azam et al. 1994).As
with turbulent diffusion, however, small-scale patchiness can only provide a refuge from grazers (and hence
determine lower limits of phytoplankton biomass) if
phytoplankton and grazers respond differently to, and
can thus be uncoupled by, the patch environment.

CARNIVORY

Control of grazer populations by higher trophic level
predators (carnivory) has been proposed as a mechanism to provide ecosystem stability in the absence of
feeding thresholds (Landry 1976). This analysis was
extended by Steele & Henderson (1992), who demonstrated that, though carnivory could stabilize biomass
levels, a temporally stable planktonic ecosystenl with
high-nutrient and low-phytoplankton levels could be
maintained only in the presence of feeding thresholds
(in their model, a sigmoidal functional response). Conversely, depending on the choice of predation parameters, unstable behavior can result even from models
incorporating Holling type I11 or other forms of densitydependent carnivorous control of herbivores (Steele &
Henderson 1992, Caswell 81 Neubert 1998). This indicates that top-down regulation of herbivores is a necessary but not sufficient condition for control of both
minimum and maximum phytoplankton biomass in
HNLC systems (Steele 1974).
In general, there are at least 2 reasons why predation control is not as compelling as phytoplanktonherbivore interaction as a locus for phytoplankton biomass stabilization. First, predation control requires
continuous predation. At some level, predation in planktonic ecosystems will be vested in metazoa, whether
they feed directly on herbivorous protists or on individuals (e.g. carnivorous protists) occupying higher
trophic niches. The complex life history patterns and,
in higher latitude systems such as the subarctic Pacific,
the non-feeding overwintering behaviors of these
organisms make them unlikely to meet the criteria of
continuous presence and activity. Second, ecosystem
dynamics models are highly sensitive to predation
parameter values. Only a fairly narrow range of values
will result in model output that reflects field observations. This means that, in the absence of other processes regulating phytoplankton biomass, HNLC systems would be not at all robust to changes in the
ldentity and capabilities of carnivores. Long-term observation of oceanic ecosystems such as the subarctic
Pacific suggests that the mechanisms promoting sta-
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bility do not fail. Grazing of phytoplankton biomass
to levels low enough to initiate limit cycles does not
occur. Thus we believe that phytoplankton-herbivore
interactions must be key to behavioral stabilization
mechanisms.

MULTIPLE-PREY AND MULTIPLE-PREDATOR
DYNAMICS

Switching behavior by predators, that is, disproporbonate grazing on the more abundant of multiple prey
types, has been postulated to exert a stabilizing influence on prey biomass (Murdoch 1969, Oaten &
Murdoch 1975, Hutson 1984). A switching function
(Fig. 3 C , D ) was able to replace the feeding threshold
in the North Atlantic model of Fasham et al. (1990).
though it should be noted that phytoplankton mortality, and not grazing, was the primary fate of phytoplankton in that model system (Haney & Jackson
1996). For copepods, there is a growing body of evidence that switching can occur (Gismervik & Andersen
1997, and references therein). For planktonic protist
grazers, rigorous studies have not been done. Disproportionate grazing on more abundant prey, suggestive
of switching behavior, has been observed in some
laboratory experiments (Goldman & Dennett 1990,
Strom 1991), though not in others (Verity 1991b). The
effect of switching behavior is to produce a sigmoidal
or Holling type I11 functional response for the individual prey types in the mixture (Fig. 3C,D).This suggests
that a possible explanation for the lack of observed
feeding thresholds in the laboratory stems from the
extensive use of single prey experiments. Apparent
feeding thresholds may arise from selective feeding
behavior when feeding on the most abundant prey is
disproportionate. Prey types at low abundance would
then experience a refuge even though total feeding
activity by the grazer was not reduced. Under conditions (such as laboratory experiments) with only 1 prey
type available the refuge, or threshold, would never
appear. In HNLC systems, micrograzers might switch
among multiple phytoplankton taxa, or between phytoplankton and other particle types such as bacteria or
detritus.
Absolute abundance of prey has also been hypothesized to influence prey selection when multiple prey
types are available (Stephens & Krebs 1986). Under the
simplest (i.e. energy-based) formulations of foraging
theory, selection should occur only at high prey concentrations, when ingestion of suboptimal prey would
interfere with maximum energy gain (Lehman 1976,
Stephens & Krebs 1986). However, the need for nutrients that may be embodied only in specific prey types,
or limited tolerance for deleterious compounds in the
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prey, may lead to selection that persists down to very
low food levels. Strom & Loukos (1998) have shown
that such persistence is a prerequisite for abundancebased selection to stabilize predator-prey systems.
Experimental evidence for selection behavior related
to prey abundance can be seen in the nanoflagellate
grazing data of Jiirgens & DeMott (1995),as well as the
tintinnid grazing data of Heinbokel (1978). Whether
switching or abundance-based selection is the specific
mechanism, behavioral flexibility is the key to selective feeding as a stabilization mechanism. Almost
nothing is known, however, about how protist selection behavior changes in response to prey avdability.
Omnivory on the part of rnicroheterotrophs-that is,
the ability to consume one another as well as phytoplankton-is a special case of selective feeding behavior that can have a profoundly stabilizing effect on
plankton biomass cycles. If micrograzers switch to
feeding on one another when phytoplankton prey
become scarce, not only is grazing pressure on phytoplankton relieved, but the biomass of potential consumers is likewise reduced. Preliminary model experiments (unpubl. data) show that a non-linear 'omnivory'
function, in which micrograzer preference for each
other increases exponentially with decreasing phytoplankton abundance, can reproduce both the broad
constancy and small-scale fluctuations observed in subarctic Pacific chlorophyll biomass (Fig. 1B) without the
requirement of a grazing threshold. Because modeled
micrograzers represent a naturally occurring community of mixed species, such omnivory need not actually
represent one individual consuming another of the
same species (i.e. cannibalism). While almost nothing
is known about the prevalence of micrograzer omnivory, a limited set of laboratory and field observations
(e.g. Dolan & Coats 1991a,b, Verity 1991a, Jacobson &
Anderson 1996) confirms that omnivorous feeding by
planktonic protists is indeed possible.
Just as laboratory studies typically involve only 1
prey type at a time, they also tend to focus on grazer
species in isolation from one another. In nature, of
course, numerous grazer types CO-exist. Behavioral
shifts in models may represent natural successional
changes in grazer species composition, with 'guilds' of
grazers replacing one another over time and bringing
various behaviors to the system. In other words, even if
a modeled range of behavior is not observed in studies
of a single grazer taxon, it may be justifiable if supported by the grazer community as a whole. This explanation has been proffered by Fasham et al. (1990) to
justify the use of a switching response on the part of
the herbivores in their model. Explicit evaluation of
this metapopulation approach is needed. If the models
do in fact represent changing grazer communities, it
should be possible to (1) obtain the 'required' meta-
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population functional responses by combining known
responses of individual species, and (2) observe a
changing grazer community in nature that corresponds
to that demanded by the model behavioral 'requirements'.

SYNTHESIS

Better description of stabilizing mechanisms in
plankton dynamics models is not a useful exercise
unless such mechanisms have a significant effect on
the predictive power of the models. We believe that
they do. For example, suppose that stability of modeled
plankton 'populations' is vested in spatial patchiness.
Climactic changes that have been observed over the
subarctic North Pacific in recent decades, including
increased wind stress and increased stratification
(Polovina et al. 1995), might well affect spatial patchiness by altering turbulent mixing rates. A model stabilized by patchiness would predict large changes in
phytoplankton biomass and its variability under this
altered regime. Alternatively, in a system stabilized by
carnivory, the observed shift to an earlier life cycle on
the part of Neocalanusplumchrus (Mackas et al. 1998),
a principal predator of subarctic microzooplankton,
should influence the stability of the microherbivorephytoplankton link during the critical spring period.
Although our analysis has focused on HNLC regions,
the issue of lower phytoplankton biomass limits is, of
course, germane to other ocean provinces. In the great
subtropical gyres, both minimum and average chlorophyll concentrations are lower than in HNLC waters
(e.g. Venrick 1993, Caron et al. 1995). Higher irradiances and lower nutrient availability in subtropical
waters should promote higher carbon:chlorophyll ratios
there (Geider 1987, Geider et al. 1997), so that some
portion of the biomass discrepancy may be only apparent. There are very few data on either carbon:chlorophyll ratios or carbon-based biomass estimates for
subtropical phytoplankton communities. On the other
hand, subtropical phytoplankton communities are typically dominated by even smaller cells (prokaryotes,
< 2 pm eukaryotes) than those of HNLC waters (Goerickt & Welschmeyer 1993, Cainpbell et al. 1994),probably leading to fundamental shifts in the identity of
the dominant protist 'herbivores' (e.g. 5 pm flagellates
vs 10 to 20 pm dinoflagellates and ciliates). Could such
contrasts in community structure be linked to different
grazing behaviors and capabilities at very low prey
abundances?
The mismatch between model formulation and empiricism, as discussed in this paper, means that our
understanding of the large HNLC ecosystems is fundamentally incomplete. The question 'What sets lower

limits of phytoplankton biomass in HNLC regions?'
appears to have its locus in the fundamental biology of
oceanic microherbivores, primarily protists. An experimental focus on the physiological and behavioral capabilities of representative microherbivores will be required to make progress in this area. This progress will
be enhanced if experimentation is explicitly coupled
with model investigations on both the population and
HNLC community level. Taking the larger view, our
ability to predict the responses of the ocean to change
rests on models such as those described here. The
utility of such models as tools depends entirely on the
degree to which they realistically encapsulate biology;
that is, they must incorporate biological truth about the
key species in the ecosystem (Verity & Smetacek
1996). Our analysis suggests that hypothesis-driven
oceanographic investigation of a key species complexprotist micrograzers-could
yield large advances in
our understanding of how HNLC biomass limits are
maintained.
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